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Cab Cuisine
Letting locals make your menu

To satisfy an insatiable appetite, Layne 
Mosler turned to the taxi drivers of 
New York, Berlin and Buenos Aires, 

 Argentina. Her simple question “Where is 
your favorite place to eat?” takes food writer 

Mosler on a series of  mouthwatering gas-
tronomical misadventures to the back alleys 
and obscure bistros of working-class dining, 
where she fi nds the best steak of her life one 
day and the tastiest curried goat the next. In 
Driving Hungry: A Memoir (Pantheon, $26), 
Mosler pursues local grub and love with 
the same passion as she learns tango and 
becomes a cabbie herself, until she fi nally 
discovers the perfect nourishing recipe of 
romance and repast. –STEPHEN J. LYONS

T he tolkowsky  family changed 
the shape of the diamond indus-
try with the creation in 1919 of 

the Ideal Cut diamond. For diamontaire 
Jean Paul  Tolkowsky — an Antwerp, 
 Belgium-based master diamond cutter 
who uses only  conflict-free diamonds 
— that standard has given clarity to his 
career as the leading authority on these 
sparkling stones. 

A CUT ABOVE THE REST
Expert lessons in discovering the best diamonds from 
master diamontaire Jean Paul Tolkowsky

AMERICAN WAY: Would you say you 
chose diamonds, or did they choose you?
JEAN PAUL TOLKOWSKY: This has truly 
always been my passion, something that is 
part of me. I started working in the industry 
straight out of school as an apprentice and 
have been passionate about diamonds ever 
since. Literally bringing a rough diamond 
from the mine to a beautifully polished dia-
mond on the fi nger is very exciting.
AW: What’s the most powerful message 
behind a diamond?
JPT: There is no gift that rivals the enduring 
signifi cance of a diamond. One of the 
things that has always struck me as I have 
traveled is the international language of 
diamonds. No matter where in the world I 
may be, the symbolic meaning of a diamond 
transcends borders.
AW: What do you look for when you’re 
discovering a diamond? 
JPT: All rough diamonds are incredibly 
unique, like a fi ngerprint. When I look at a 
rough stone, I am always trying to imagine 
the polished diamond that it will become. 
It is comparable to carving a sculpture, 
meticulously uncovering the maximum 
amount of light through the most beautiful 
cut possible.
AW: What should people look for when 
they’re discovering their perfect dia-
mond at a jewelry store?
JPT: I encourage anyone to ensure they 
know which of the four “Cs” [cut, clarity, col-
or and carat] is most important to them in 
the diamond they will select. At Tolkowsky, 
we have long understood that when looking 
for beauty, the answer is cut. It is the only 
one of the four “Cs” that is impacted by man 
and is responsible for the diamond’s shape 
and style, and it truly unlocks the light with-
in the diamond. –KRISTY ALPERT

“THERE IS NO GIFT 
THAT RIVALS THE 
 ENDURING SIGNIFICANCE 
OF A  DIAMOND.”
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